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This report does not constitute a rating action. 

The macro mood has taken a positive turn post-Davos, reflecting relief over the resilience of the 
European economy and optimism over China's exit from its zero-COVID policy. But the global 
economy isn't in the clear. Core inflation remains stubbornly high on both sides of the Atlantic, 
and central banks will need to continue raising rates and hold them there until 2024. China's 
growth restart is welcome, but the payoff will be largely domestic; it is also inflationary. Prices for 
energy and industrial metals have already begun rising, benefiting producers and exporters of 
these products. But the risk is that another inflation impulse will hit the global economy at a bad 
time, possibly lifting policy rates higher for longer. 

Economic Research: Global Macro Update: Post-Davos, We Reaffirm Our View 

We published a compilation of Industry Top Trends 2023 with key themes from the series. A 
relatively shallow recession will likely see revenues and cash flow growth grind to a halt but not 
slump. We project adjusted revenues for rated nonfinancial companies will stagnate, increasing 
1% this year and 2% in 2024. Adjusted EBITDA is expected to be flat this year and gain 2% in 2024. 
Capex is likely to be resilient with energy transition a powerful impetus, rising 3% this year. 
Margins are likely to remain elevated but are under pressure from material and labor costs. 
Supply chain and inventory pressures are easing but still a concern. Refinancing risks appear 
broadly manageable, but loom over weaker speculative-grade issuers. A harsher-than-expected 
recession is the greatest risk and would likely have a severe credit impact. 

Industry Top Trends 2023: Compilation and Key Themes 

U.S. Corporate Outlook 2023: U.S. corporate borrowers face operational and financing 
headwinds that will weigh on debt-service capacity. Profit pressures on U.S. nonfinancial 
corporates borrowers will likely intensify, at least in the near term. Many companies will find it 
more difficult to balance still-elevated input costs and waning demand amid the prospects of a 
downturn in the world’s largest economy and diminished consumer purchasing power, especially 
at the lower end of the income scale. Broadly speaking we expect the real estate, technology, 
media, and health care services sectors to be under the most pressure. Refinancing pressure is 
building, as well. Corporate debt coming due rises steadily through 2026, and the share of 
speculative-grade maturities surpasses that of investment-grade in 2027. 

U.S. Corporate Credit Outlook 2023 Profit Pressures, Refinancing Risk 

Nonfinancial corporate refinancing demands for 2023 appear largely manageable, as 80% of 
the $994 billion maturing is investment-grade. As companies typically refinance their debt 12-18 
months ahead of maturity, focus should already be turning to debt coming due in 2025-2026, 

Key Takeaways 
• The global economy isn't in the clear, despite a positive shift in mood. 

• A shallow recession will see global corporate cash flow growth stagnate but not slump. 

• U.S. corporate borrowers face operational and financing headwinds. 
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which could add to liquidity pressure for some issuers later this year. While lower ratings account 
for a smaller share of 2023 maturities, that proportion grows, particularly in 2025 and 2026. 

Global Credit Markets Update Q1 2023: Standing On Thin Liquidity 

Downgrades were more than twice the number of upgrades in December, and speculative-
grade downgrades exceeded investment-grade over 10-to-1. Inflation was a factor in over one-
third of potential downgrades but also one-quarter of potential upgrades. Inflation was cited as a 
factor in fewer negative outlook revisions than in prior months. The number of 'B-' and lower 
rated borrowers is now more than 50% higher than five years ago, and these issuers are 
particularly vulnerable to slowing economic growth and rising funding costs. Weakest links 
(issuers rated 'B-' or lower with negative outlooks or on CreditWatch with negative implications) 
surpassed their five-year average in December 2022, both in number (276) and as a share of 
speculative-grade corporate issuers (12%). 

This Month In Credit: Risk Remains For Weaker Borrowers Despite Cooling Inflation 

While the majority of our sovereign ratings have stable outlooks, overall creditworthiness 
continues to deteriorate, with more than 10% of our portfolio starting 2023 with negative 
outlooks. After two years of recovery and expansion, we expect the world economy to slow down 
markedly, though the reopening of China could give a boost to our outlook. Rising global interest 
rates will likely remain high through 2024, posing more risks for sovereigns heavily reliant on 
external funding and those with large debt stocks. Geopolitical uncertainty, the ongoing war in 
Ukraine, and a polarized social context pose ongoing challenges for the global economy. 

Global Sovereign Rating Trends 2023: We‘re Not Over The Hump Yet 

We expect credit stability across most of U.S. public finance in 2023. The economic outlook has 
deteriorated with a recession now expected, but financial reserves and federal stimulus should 
provide sufficient flexibility for most sectors. A weaker economic outlook in the year ahead could 
pressure revenues while inflation and higher interest rates remain a challenge for operating and 
capital budgets; effective budget management will be important to fiscal performance. Extreme 
weather, cyber, and other risks will continue to present fiscal and operational challenges; 
proactive risk management will be key from a credit standpoint. 

2023 Credit Outlook For U.S. Public Finance: Credit Headwinds Accelerate 

2022 saw more credit estimate upgrades than downgrades. However, this trend reversed in the 
fourth quarter. The slowdown in economic growth, coupled with inflationary pressures and rising 
interest rates--and the consequent pressure on margins--weighed heavily on companies with 
high leverage and low interest coverage ratios. Selective defaults have seen a slight uptick as 
companies restructured terms of payment given macro-economic headwinds. We expect 
selective defaults to continue to rise as more companies will look to restructure outside of the 
bankruptcy process. From 2020 through third-quarter 2021, conventional defaults among credit 
estimated obligors were significantly lower than conventional defaults among rated broadly 
syndicated loan (BSL) loan issuers, partly due to many amendments and other actions taken on 
middle-market loans that averted payment defaults. 

SLIDES: Middle-Market CLO And Private Credit Quarterly: Harbor In The Tempest? 
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Asset Class Highlights 

Corporates  
Notable publications include: 

• Industry Top Trends 2023: Compilation and Key Themes 

• Key Themes 2023: What We're Watching 

• EMEA Utilities Outlook 2023: Germany And Austria: A Testing Year For Credit Quality 

• Rated Singapore REITs: The Best Assets Will Withstand Demand Softening 

• Global Credit Markets Update Q1 2023: Standing On Thin Liquidity 

Financial Institutions 
• We lowered our issuer credit ratings on OTP Bank and its core subsidiary OTP Mortgage Bank 

to 'BBB-/A-3' from 'BBB/A-2' following similar action on Hungary. We continue to cap our 
issuer credit ratings on OTP Bank at the level of our foreign currency sovereign ratings on 
Hungary, because we consider it unlikely that the bank would have sufficient capital 
resources to withstand a hypothetical sovereign default scenario and avoid a default on its 
senior preferred instruments.  

• We published several reports including:  

o French Banks 2023 Outlook: Withstanding The Slowdown. French banks' robust 
balance sheets and diversified banking and insurance activities are expected to 
support their creditworthiness amid deteriorating operating conditions.  

o Rapidly Evolving Market Conditions Put GCC Bank Hybrid Capital In The 
Spotlight. After showing a marked preference for hybrid capital instruments 
over the past decade, we believe volatile conditions could prompt a change of 
approach from GCC banks. We anticipate that over the next 12-24 months, more 
banks in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries will refrain from calling their 
hybrid instruments at the first optional call date.  

o GCC Banking Sector Outlook: Cautiously Optimistic. Tighter local monetary 
policy conditions and lower economic growth will lead to a decline in lending 
growth for GCC banks. We expect banks' asset quality indicators to deteriorate 
only slightly because of slowing growth and higher interest rates.   

 Saudi Banking Sector 2023 Outlook: Less Abundant Liquidity Weighs 
On Banks' Growth  

 UAE Banking Sector 2023 Outlook: Slower Growth, Strong 
Fundamentals 

Sovereign 
• Hungary Downgraded To 'BBB-/A-3' From 'BBB/A-2' On Inflation And External Pressures; 

Outlook Stable 

• Rwanda Outlook To Stable From Negative On Growth Rebound And Easing Fiscal Pressure; 
'B+/B' Ratings Affirmed 
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Structured Finance 
• European RMBS: Here are a couple “Key Takeaways” from a recent article:   

 
See “Cost Of Living Crisis: Southern European RMBS Grapples With Rising Rates" published 
Jan. 25, 2023.  

• European CLO: S&P Global Ratings' weighted-average rating factor remained broadly 
unchanged compared with the previous quarter, falling to 2,869 from 2,870. At the same 
time, however, underlying CLO loan prices continued to decline, driven by macroeconomic 
headwinds and deterioration in the general market sentiment, said an S&P Global Ratings 
report published on January 26, 2023.   We published a report titled "CLO Pulse Q3 2022: 
Sector Averages Of Reinvesting European CLO Assets," which examines the aggregate asset 
quality of European CLOs that we rate through key credit metrics and by industry sectors. 
Specifically, this edition of sector average metrics for European CLO assets focuses on loans 
issued by 709 corporate issuers, which represents over 95% of the assets under 
management held in reinvesting European CLOs rated by S&P Global Ratings as reported on 
Sept. 30, 2022.  

• U.S. Middle Market CLO:  S&P Global Ratings published on January 27, 2023 a slide deck 
highlighting the key themes for the U.S. middle-market collateralized loan obligation (CLO) 
and private credit sectors in the first quarter of 2023, "Middle-Market CLO And Private Credit 
Quarterly: Harbor In The Tempest?"  

• Japan Structured Finance:  Here are a couple “Key Takeaways” from a recent article:  In 
2022, total new issuance of Japanese securitization transactions dropped around 13% to 
about ¥5.9 trillion, primarily due to a 22% decline in the ABS sector. We expect issuance in 
2023 to be around the same level.  During surveillance, we did not upgrade or downgrade any 
transactions we rate in Japan.  Overall J-REIT issuance fell substantially. Recent high real 
estate prices mean property purchase by J-REITs will likely continue to be selective.  See " 
Japan's 2022 Securitization Market: ABS No Longer Flexing" published Jan. 27, 2023.  

• Dutch Covered Bonds:  Here are a couple “Key Takeaways” from a recent article:  Rising 
interest rates are cooling the Dutch residential property market down.  Against this 
backdrop, the increasing mismatch in both maturity and interest rates on the asset and 
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liability side may lead to higher required credit enhancement for Dutch covered bond 
ratings.  Due to the sufficient ratings buffer, we expect our ratings on Dutch covered bonds 
to be resilient, even amid turbulent market conditions.  See “Dutch Covered Bond Market 
Insights 2023" published Jan. 26, 2023. 
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Chart 1 
Global Rating Actions (Rolling 52-Weeks) 

   
Source: S&P Global Ratings. Net negative rating actions means downgrades minus upgrades. Net cumulative means total net 
negative rating action. Data as of Jan. 27, 2023. Global rating actions include actions on both financial and non-financial 
corporates and sovereign issuers. 

Table 1 

Recent Rating Actions 

Date Action Issuer Industry Country To From Debt vol  
(mil. $) 

27-Jan Downgrade Hungary Sovereign Hungary BBB- BBB 41,176 

26-Jan Upgrade 
Mauser Packaging Solutions 
Holding Co.  

Chemicals, Packaging & 
Environmental Services U.S. B B- 19,897 

24-Jan Downgrade Serta Simmons Bedding LLC Consumer Products U.S. D CCC- 4,951 

23-Jan Downgrade Gainwell Holding Corp. Health Care U.S. B- B 4,227 

27-Jan Upgrade XPO Inc., Transportation U.S. BB+ BB 3,153 

27-Jan Downgrade Bed Bath & Beyond Inc. Retail/Restaurants U.S. D CC 1,500 

26-Jan Upgrade Allwyn International a.s. Media & Entertainment Czech Republic BB BB- 1,305 

23-Jan Upgrade Spie S.A. Consumer Products France BB+ BB 1,300 

26-Jan Upgrade Sappi Ltd. 
Forest Products & 
Building Materials South Africa BB BB- 1,174 

23-Jan Downgrade Kaiser Aluminum Corp. Metals, Mining & Steel U.S. BB- BB 1,000 

Source: S&P Global Ratings. Data as of Jan. 27, 2023. U.S. means United States and U.A.E. means United Arab Emirates. NBFI 
- NonBank Financial Institutions (ex. Insurance). 

For further credit market Insights, please see our This Week In Credit newsletter.  
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